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Letter from the
Editors
Dear Reader,
Welcome to the Secret Edition, The REVIVAL Zine at Cornell’s first print
publication. Since our organization was founded in the midst of the
pandemic in August 2020, the REVIVAL Zine at Cornell has grown from a
few members meeting via Zoom to a group of organized, dedicated writers,
and artists. We have devoted ourselves to writing about relevant societal
issues from perspectives that are seldom discussed… and there has been
much to discuss: a global pandemic, a presidential election, the resurgence
of the Black Lives Matter movement, the threat to overturn Roe v. Wade,
and more. We wanted to celebrate our intellectual work over the past
couple of years with a tangible testament to our progress. Thus, we created
the Secret Edition.
In addition to covering pressing social issues, REVIVAL aims to uplift the
voices of students. Inspired by PostSecret, we called for our readers to
submit anonymous confessions. Inside you’ll find the secrets of your peers
along with a culmination of art, poetry, photography, and nonfiction. We
appreciate those who submitted stories about love, loss, fear, and
embarrassment–your secrets are safe with us.
We hope you enjoy reading.

Warmly,

Hanna Carney, Editor in Chief
Billie Koffman, Senior Editor
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A Tribute to
Underground
Abortion Clinics
by Hanna Carney
Many people imagine a person getting an abortion as a teenage
girl. She is young, reckless, selfish, and not ready to have a child
(think Cassie Howard from Euphoria, or Maeve Wiley in Sex
Education). However, people of various ages and genders
terminate their pregnancies for many reasons. Some of these
reasons include:
•

Not financially prepared

•

Bad timing/unplanned

•

Don’t want to be a single parent

•

Their partner is abusive

•

Their partner isn’t “the one”

•

Interferes with career plans

•

Want to focus on their marriage

•

Health concerns

•

Already have children and do not want more

There will always be someone in need of an abortion, no matter
their gender, race, or financial status.
Before the Roe v. Wade ruling in 1973, abortion was illegal almost
everywhere in the United States. People who wanted to
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terminate their pregnancies were hard-pressed to find safe
means of doing so, but that didn’t necessarily deter them from
seeking an abortion. As Nina Liss-Schultz writes in Mother
Jones, “As long as women have had unwanted pregnancies,
other women have helped them resolve the problem.”
Enter the underground abortion clinic.

What is an underground abortion clinic?
Since the mid 19th century, people, mainly women, have banded
together to help others end their unwanted pregnancies. One of
the more famous underground abortion networks dubbed
“Jane” was founded about 50 years ago. The Jane Collective
operated from 1969-1973 in Chicago, Illinois helping thousands
of people terminate their pregnancies. They advertised their
services in smaller newspapers—usually student or alternative
papers. They kept their ads short and sweet:
'Pregnant? Don't Want to Be? Call Jane.'
Groups met discreetly, learning how to conduct pelvic exams,
administer drugs, or any other medical practices necessary for
an abortion. These groups provided underground healthcare to
countless pregnant people, usually without the help of cis-men.
Bingham in Vanity Fair helps paint a picture of the underground
abortion clinic:
Martha Scott, a 30-year-old mother of four, was preparing for a
procedure when she heard the doorbell ring. Moments later, five
Chicago homicide detectives were barging into a living room full of
startled, wide-eyed women. “It’s the cops!” someone shouted, as if on
cue. Scott leapt into action. “You don’t have a search warrant,” she
screamed. “You can’t come in!” One of them handcuffed her. After
searching the apartment and finding it filled with women, the cops
demanded: “Where is he? Where’s the doctor?” It turned out the police
didn’t know exactly who Pildes and the other women were. Acting on
a tip, they had expected to find a male doctor operating an illegal
abortion clinic. Instead, they found women in surgical gloves.

Why are these women in surgical gloves necessary?
Underground abortion networks did not cease to exist in 1973
with the ruling of Roe v. Wade. They still pervade today around
the globe. For example, Mexico has many underground
networks that provide essential healthcare to people with
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unwanted pregnancies. And these networks cross borders. With
the enactment of SB 8 in Texas, Mexican networks near the US
border have been preparing for an influx of patients seeking
treatment.
Since the death of Ruth Bader Ginsburg on September 18th,
2020 and the nomination of conservative Judge Amy Coney
Barrett, pro-choice people have been anxious to see if Roe v.
Wade will be called into question yet again. And it has. Most
notably in Texas and Mississippi, two consistently conservative
states.
On May 19th, 2021, Texas Governor Greg Abbott signed a bill
that would prohibit abortions 6 weeks into pregnancy. This bill
attempted to give private citizens the power of suing providers
of banned abortions. SB 8 is unique from other abortion
restrictions, because most abortion restrictions are normally
enforced by states. Thus, the Texas government wanted to
reduce protection for abortion providers, making it more
difficult to defend themselves in court.
Then, on December 1st, 2021, the Supreme Court heard
arguments on a Mississippi abortion law, one that challenged
Roe v. Wade. This law makes abortion illegal after 15 weeks of
pregnancy. Roe v. Wade allows for an additional 2 months for
any termination decisions to be made. The conservative-leaning
Supreme Court agreed to review this law, reconsidering the 50
year precedent that Roe v. Wade has set. Will our country
regress 50 years? We are likely to find out later this spring, when
the Supreme Court is set to give their decision.

If Roe v. Wade is overturned by the Supreme Court,
what will that mean for the US?
If Roe v. Wade is overturned, people’s lives and well-being will
be in danger. The safest way to have an abortion is with the help
of a trained medical doctor. However, people are not always
granted that option, but that does not stop them from seeking
pregnancy termination. People may resort to self-managed
abortions.
The history of unsafe abortion is marked by dangerous methods—
including the use of sharp sticks inserted through the vagina and
cervix into the uterus; ingestion of toxic substances such as bleach;
herbal preparations inserted into the vagina; infliction of trauma, such
as hitting the abdomen or falling. Many of these methods are not even
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effective in terminating the pregnancy, but can leave lasting damage.
(Doctors Without Borders)
Criminalizing people seeking abortions or their healthcare
provides protects no living person. In fact, restricting a person’s
right to an abortion puts many lives at risk, including the fetus.
The World Health Organization reports that “around 5 million
women are admitted to hospital as a result of unsafe abortion
every year,” and “almost every abortion death and disability
could be prevented through sexuality education, use of effective
contraception, provision of safe, legal induced abortion, and
timely care for complications.” Restricting access to legal and
safe abortions only adds to the number of people at risk to
injury and death.
Additionally, overturning Roe v. Wade would disproportionately
affect marginalized groups, such as BIPOC, the LGBTQ+, and
low-income communities. Individuals within these groups may
experience additional barriers to accessing reproductive health
care. Black women have a higher maternity mortality rate than
white women in the US; they are three to four times more likely
to die in pregnancy or childbirth, according to Amnesty USA.
Additionally, “poverty rates on average are higher among lesbian
and bisexual women, young people, and African Americans
within our community,” as outlined by the National LGBTQ
Task Force. Low-income individuals may have a harder time
paying for proper health care or taking time off work to get the
care they need.

A Tribute to Underground Networks
Underground abortion networks have provided necessary
healthcare to countless women and pregnant people around the
world. These volunteers step up when a government falls short
in its support of reproductive rights. If the US government
chooses to revoke our rights, millions will mourn the overturn
of Roe v. Wade. But the Supreme Court should know that as
long as people have had unwanted pregnancies, there will
always be others to help them solve the problem.
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Girls &
Gossip
by Isa Meyers
We are a generation raised on secrets. In an age where trends
come and go as quickly as a few weeks on social media,
millennials and Gen Z have become quick to distinguish
themselves from one another. Gen Z wears mom jeans while
millennials wear skinny jeans. Gen Z middle part their hair,
millennials side part. Both generations, however, remain the
same in the sense that technology has played pivotal roles in
their adolescence. I’m not saying that technology has played the
same role, but technology has been used by both cultivate and
unleash secrets. And in this way, I turn millennials and Gen
Z’ers into a “we.”
Technology and social media straddle a fine line between private
and public. Oftentimes, what we think is private is actually
public. Think: having a private account on Instagram with
personalized ads (ie. having a private account that is still
accessing all of the information on your phone to sell you
something). This divide between private and public is meant to
make the user feel as though they are in control of their
personal information, when in reality, their technological
footprint is accessible and permanently stored. Even Snapchat,
which is marketed for its ephemerality, has ways for people to
save chat messages or view stories for 24 hours. In other words,
secrets exist in spite of (but also because of) social media.
The utilization of technology has drastically changed in the past
two decades. I think of my older sister, a 2009 high school grad,
who messaged on AIM with her friends: an account that
required no authentication. I, on the other hand, texted. She
was also a MySpace user before transitioning to FaceBook,
whereas I have used neither. I have a Facebook that is checked
maybe once a year.

She laughs at me when I take so long to choose a picture to post
on Instagram, and I laugh at her when she doesn’t understand
the latest TikTok trend.
What remains the same, however, is the threat of privacy.
Amidst my sister’s AIM messages and my texts/Snaps are secrets
of all kinds. Gossip, fake rumors, swear words, boys, and booze.
The secrets are endless. Why is it, though, that we feel safe to
talk about these secrets in online spaces? Don’t we all have some
awareness of their digital permanence? Maybe most importantly,
how does digital space reinscribe binary notions of gender?
When technology becomes so entrenched in our lives, it makes
sense that we come to trust it with our secrets, more so than our
parents and their parents’ generations. In addition, the current
usage of technology and social media positions young women as
inherently threatened by the digital world and the secrets they
entrust it with. Technology, secrets, and girlhood become
intertwined. Because the traditional gendered expectations of
girlhood include being emotive, non-confrontational, and
physically weaker, girls and gossip become inseparable in
media’s depiction of adolescence and female friendship.
Technology and social media have become so prominent in the
lives of Millennial and Gen-Z female teenagers that gossiping
and rumor spreading have become second nature. Thus, secrets
threaten the private and personal lives of girls, when in reality
we all harbor secrets, regardless of gender identification.
Secrets, for young girls, have become poisonous; they can
become a girl’s downfall. Adults will often look upon these
secrets and their wreckage with no pity, if she didn’t want
people to know, why text it? Why did she Snap that picture if
she wasn’t okay with other people, besides the receiver, seeing
it? When the privacy of girls is threatened, people wonder what
precautions she could have taken. This assumes her to be
inherently in the wrong, erasing the need for accountability
from technology platforms and abusers alike. Girls, then, are not
worthy of sympathy, rather they are the creators of their own
destruction. These notions deny young girls the complexity they
deserve in relation to their gender expressions and their
intersections to adolescence. The secrets they contain are no
different than the secrets of young boys, yet boyhood affords
boys privacy.
These issues remain pertinent when looking to popular culture
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as a blueprint for policing girlhood and reinscribing gender
norms.

You Know You Love Me…
We all can hear Kristen Bell’s iconic voice narrating the intro to
The CW’s Gossip Girl (developed and produced by Josh
Schwartz and Stephanie Savage). The 2007-2012 teen drama is
based off of Cecily von Ziegasar’s fictional series of the same
name. It stars Blake Lively as the beautiful “It Girl” Serena van
der Woodsen with Leighton Meester playing her best friend
Blair Waldorf, the Queen Bee. The two attend the Constance
Billard School for Girls, a wealthy prep school on the Upper
East Side. What marks Gossip Girl as different from other teen
dramas during the early 2000s is the omniscient narrator that
goes by “Gossip Girl.” She runs a gossip blog that sends out
regular “blasts” about Serena, Blair, Dan (played by Penn
Badgely), Jenny (Taylor Momsen), Nate (Chace Crawford), Chuck
(Ed Westwick), among others. Gossip Girl hears all, sees all, and
publicly tells all. The series revolves primarily about the drama
between Serena, her classmates, and their wealthy families
while Gossip Girl remains a narrative device that often steps in
to aid the progression of an episode’s plot. Her identity remains
masked and irrelevant until the series’ end when it is revealed
that Dan has been Gossip Girl the entire time.
While all characters have the spotlight shined on their secrets,
these blasts primarily target Serena and Blair, and when coming
from Dan, it’s impossible to view these targeted attacks without
considering the roles femininity and masculinity play. Dan’s
attacks on himself (as a way to divert attention from Gossip
Girl’s true identity), then, become calculated, whereas his
attacks on the show’s front running ladies often degrade and
belittle in the name of their femininity.
In Season 1, Episode 13, Gossip Girls posts: “Looks like the
Virgin Queen isn’t as pure as she pretended to be. [If Blair
Waldorf lied about that, what else might she be lying about?]
Who’s your Daddy, B? Baby Daddy that is? Two guys in one
week? Talk about doing the nasty, or should I say being nasty?”
While Gossip Girl’s blasts about sex and other intimate secrets
are not just contained to the show’s female characters (Chuck,
Nate, and Dan’s sex lives are also publicized without their
consent), Gossip Girl’s real identity as a man creates much more
harmful implications for the show’s girls seeing as the show’s
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viewership is largely young female teenagers. In Season 1,
Episode 16 Gossip Girl writes: “Breaking News: Asher Hornsby
overheard bragging that Little J swiped her V card at his
register. Didn’t anyone teach you, Little J? You shouldn’t give
away the ending if you want him to pick up the book again.”
And in Season 4, Episode 5, Gossip Girl blasts: “This just in.
Looks like you can take the girl out of the party but not the
party out of the girl. Rumor has it our favorite blonde could be
spreading more than just good cheer. And if it’s true, then
there’s a test out there a few of you might not be able to pass.
Does SVW have an STD… !?”
The sex lives of Serena, Blair, and Jenny are used against them.
If they didn’t want Gossip Girl to tell the entire Upper East
Side, they shouldn’t have had sex (or even give off the
appearance of having sex), they shouldn’t act promiscuously,
and most importantly, they should stay virgins. The comedic
relief paired with this drama seeks to satirize the show, its
characters, and the role of Gossip Girl. However, this merely
obscures the fact that Dan commits acts of sexual harassment
and violence throughout all six seasons. While he never
physically is involved with this violence, his constant exposing
of the series’ leading girls, true or not, threatens their
reputations, mental health, and lives. Their secrets and rumors
come to haunt them, as a result of Dan’s complex relationship
with his masculinity and inability to fit in socially at St. Jude’s,
the sister school to Constance. And he is able to achieve this
policing of the female characters through his use of social
media.
Gossip Girl and its portrayal of young girls, technology, and
secrets remains pertinent as the series just got rebooted by HBO
Max in 2021. Despite having all new characters, the show takes
place in the original world. While receiving mixed reviews, this
reboot indicates that girls can never escape their past, their
secrets. Over a decade later, Gossip Girl still runs the show,
pulling strings as though they are entitled to someone else’s
secrets, someone else’s life.
XOXO.
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Pietá
by Franchesca Alamo
The Sunday after it happened,
I walked seven blocks south
Where evening Mass was underway
And though I sat in the very back,
Something I never do,
I did not once remove my gaze
From the altar’s written icon
From Mary’s hands, soaked in Blood
Pouring from a diamond Wound
The Corpse, and the Cross
The Virgin shattered there
Who would not run away from that? I thought,
Who would not choose a bloodless love?
I returned to my apartment
Without my singing or my dreaming
And once there,
In the company of millions
I alone wept upon my feet.
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I lose all
willpower
by Kelly Anderson
Cake in the shower, in the driver’s seat
Buttercream on the seatbelt, playing on the radio
Cake on the bad days, cake on the Mondays
I can frost any cruel man in sprinkles
And light his advice on fire
Watch waxy smile liquefy
Happy birthday to me
As he explains how candles work
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Secret Pain
by Aditi Hukerikar
Where do secrets and pain intersect? For me, my pain became
my secrets: not only did I internalize my pain, keeping it a secret
from the world, but I tried to deny my pain in the hopes that I
wouldn’t feel it anymore. Maybe I was trying to keep it a secret
to myself.
The best kept secrets might be the ones you never tell, but they
also become the most painful. I can’t share my pain the same
way I could share a more mundane secret, but I can try to share
the way that it felt, the way that it still feels, and maybe that
would be enough.
Even now, I write vaguely, I ask rhetorical questions to an
unknown reader because if I were to give answers the secrets I
have guarded for so long would no longer be mine. Because
when I made the mistake of letting my secrets slip, what I got for
my troubles was worse than the years of pain I had experienced
before. I learned the hard way that the only thing more painful
than keeping your pain a secret was taking the risk to share it
and not being believed.
“Maybe I handled my secrets so well that my struggles and pain
weren’t even believable,” says the nicer part of me. But the
hidden anger that I harbor knows better, and it rages on
because all I can hear are the same people who contributed to
my pain telling me that I don’t deserve to claim it. But if my pain
was always a secret then of course, how could anyone
understand what it felt like if I never showed it? Or was it that I
always showed it but they didn’t want to see it so it stayed a
secret by force and not my choice?
These words are dedicated to the secret pain that has persisted
through so many stages of my life. This is an ode to silent tears
behind closed doors, to learning how to swipe my fingers
quickly under my eyes so nobody could tell I was crying in
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public. This is a love letter to the girl who weakly insisted that
her puffy eyes were from allergies in the dead of winter, who
learned early that the only way to guarantee that you weren’t
hurt is if there was nobody around to hurt you. This is for the
fake smiles and caked on makeup, for the sickly sweet “I’m
great” in response to a casual “how are you?” Because my pain
has always been a secret, because the alternative would be to
appear weak or crazy, and when people get the chance to label
you as one of those, it leads to a whole new type of pain that
becomes harder to keep secret.
It’s a tale as old as time. As women, we internalize our pain
because the second that even a bit of negative emotion peaks
through, it becomes weaponized against us. If she’s crying, it
means that she’s too sensitive, that she’s not strong enough to
overcome her challenges or that she can’t be trusted with
serious responsibility. If she’s angry, or even the tiniest bit
frustrated, then obviously she’s a raging bitch who makes it
difficult for anyone to deal with her.
But the timing starts earlier, starting from the compliment,
“she’s such a quiet child,” or “she’s so mature” for the kid who
doesn’t talk to anyone. We praise silence, we praise secrets, and
we praise keeping any sort of pain internalized, because we
learn how showing pain is punished with more pain, so we try to
reduce the pain, but it reverberates inside of us and amplifies.
What do you do when you want to scream your secrets instead
of whispering them but you can’t? And why can’t you?
Maybe you can’t because you understand the consequences of
letting your negative emotions show. You’ve learned from the
time you were young, either directly or by watching others, that
there are consequences for letting your pain show. Even though
women generally tend to express their emotions more, negative
emotions tend to be internalized among women, including
young girls. A large part of this is how women are treated when
they show emotions like anger or sadness, being told that
they’re “too-sensitive,” which leads to less emotional expression
and fuels this vicious cycle of repressed feelings and hurt.
Essentially, we’re fueling a culture in which women learn from a
young age that only positive emotions are acceptable to show on
the outside; still, joy isn’t the only emotion in existence. It’s
impossible for us as humans not to feel hurt, sad, angry, or a
plethora of emotions all together. So why do we place so much
emphasis on never feeling pain, as if it were some kind of future
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rather than an unachievable goal?
Besides the overwhelming frustration of having your pain and
accompanying negative emotions belittled or brushed off,
keeping in negative emotions causes a multitude of mental and
physical health issues. Accumulating emotional stress can lead
to mental illnesses–like depression and anxiety– as well as heart
disease, intestinal problems, and more. Keeping all this pain to
ourselves without letting it out lets it fester inside of us, turning
into something more sinister with the capacity to cause longterm damage to our bodies and minds. So yes, letting out your
pain might seem daunting, and you might be intimidated by the
thought of the repercussions. But with the expense of your own
wellbeing, the alternative is no better, and you owe it to yourself
to accept your pain and all the emotions that accompany it for
nobody’s sake but your own.
Secrets hurt us, not just the ones we keep about others but the
ones we keep to ourselves. If we pretend that our pain isn’t
there, if we try to hide it away in the back of our mind and mask
it with fake smiles and honeyed words, we end up hurting
ourselves. We shouldn’t expect ourselves to hide their pain for
others’ benefit, because it’s unfair to force ourselves to take on
the resultant threats to our health.
Let me tell you one last secret. There’s something I’ve always
wanted to hear about my pain, something that nobody has ever
told me, and right now, I want to make sure I tell it to you. If
you are holding onto any secret pain, I want you to know that I
believe you. I believe that you’ve struggled, that you’ve been
hurt by those things you seemingly brushed off, and that you’ve
so desperately wanted to release the ugly flood of emotions that
you have held back for so long. I’ve divulged the truth behind
my pain to you, anonymous reader, and only ask that in return,
you allow yourself to accept your own truth and stop keeping
secrets from yourself.
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The Lack of
Urgency to Combat
Sexual Assault:
The Harvard Story
by Izzy MacFarlane
The Backstory
A few weeks ago, news broke out about a sexual harassment
scandal occurring at Harvard University. John Comaroff, a
professor of African and African American Studies and
Anthropology at Harvard University has been accused of the
sexual harassment of three women: Margaret G. Czerwienski,
Lilia M. Kilburn, and Amulya Mandava. These women had been
graduate advisees of his and had been subject to his harassment
for years prior, even reporting his actions multiple times, yet
Harvard had done nothing in response to them.
The harassment from Comaroff toward Kilburn, Mandava, and
Czerwienski has been going on since 2017; however, there was a
“decade of sexual harassment” and professional misconduct
allegations against Comaroff” before then. After the lawsuit was
filed, Comaroff was placed on unpaid leave from the school, a
consequence that is objectively not harsh enough and does not
truly express how atrocious an act he committed and has been
committing for years now. As a man at a top tier institution,
Comaroff was able to get away with countless offenses with no
such kind of backlash. This move to file the lawsuit came five
years after these three women had started reporting harassment
by him, so, in every sense of the manner, it was their last ditch
effort to receive some sort of justice.

One aspect of this story that is quite disheartening is how
Comaroff’s peers and other professionals from Harvard reacted
to his punishment and to the news that he is a sexual predator
and has violated handfuls of women. Many of the other faculty
and staff members at Harvard University did not simply stay
silent on the matter. However, they actually openly supported
Comaroff despite his alleged actions. The day after Comaroff
was placed on unpaid leave, a riot ensued among many faculty
members at Harvard going against the school, saying that he did
not deserve the punishments that he was receiving and these
allegations against him were false. This is just one other example
of how, often, in cases such as these, if the perpetrator is a wellknown and respected man, he has no problem gaining
supporters in defense of him.
A letter was written in support of him and his character in
which thirty eight other faculty members signed. The letter
displayed him as an upstanding member of the community and
called him an “excellent colleague.” It was stated in the letter
that these faculty members were “dismayed by Harvard’s
sanctions against him and concerned about its effects on our
ability to advise our own.” This outspokenness came from a
place of ignorance and naivety, as was shown that, after more
specific details came out in the report against Comaroff, thirtyfive of the thirty-eight original signatories removed their
signatures. They were quick to blindly defend their colleague
before knowing or having all of the information presented,
which proves how, in privileged institutions like Harvard, those
who have built a name for themselves tend to evade any malice
placed against them, no matter the background of the situation
or what they may have done. Although the faculty members at
Harvard did not prove to show any support to these three
women, the students at Harvard had a different response.

The Backlash
After the lawsuit was filed where all of Comaroff’s disgusting
actions came to light and after Harvard had shown their
response to the situation, the students at Harvard University
took part in one of the biggest demonstrations on the school’s
campus in years. Hundreds of students banded together and
walked out of classes in order to protest Harvard’s role in the
entire situation. A student who was a part of the protest
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proclaimed that “this case is about Harvard’s failure to provide
the prompt and equitable process for dealing with claims of
harassment and discrimination that’s required by law.” As I
mentioned earlier, this was not Comaroffs first, second, or even
third time being reported for sexual misconduct, however it was
the first time that any type of action was taken against him, and
that was only because an official lawsuit was filed.
Harvard knew that Comaroff had a history of sexual harassment
and failed to take action. They did not do anything within the
university to combat any of these allegations, which places the
victims of his assault in a terrible situation where they feel that
their own institution does not support or care about their
wellbeing. By refusing to condemn Comaroff, Harvard positions
itself as perpetuating the violence of victim blaming. Further,
after the lawsuit was filed, they even continued to deny claims
about the specific actions that took place. For example, he was
not found guilty of unwanted sexual contact, even though, in the
lawsuit, the women specifically stated that he “kissed and
groped students without their consent, made unwelcome sexual
advances, and threatened to sabotage students’ careers if they
complained.” These are clear examples of sexual abuse,
however, Comaroff was only found guilty on the claim of verbal
harassment.
What is Harvard going to do about it? Are they going to change
their policies? Are they going to be more receptive to sexual
harassment suits? Sexual assault is an ongoing issue in our
society; it occurs all to time with rarely any consequences taking
place. Women who are subject of sexual harassment are
reluctant to come forward and report their assaults in fear of the
backlash they may receive. Too many times the blame of
harassment is placed on the victim with them being told that
they shouldn’t have worn this, shouldn’t have said that,
shouldn’t have drank as much, and countless other excuses as to
why the perpetrator didn’t really do anything wrong. Because of
this, women rarely feel satisfied and never truly recover from
their traumatic experiences. They never receive the justice they
deserve, as the law does not support them in any way. We have
to change the feeling around sexual assault in a way that
supports victims and makes them feel heard. From the Harvard
example, we see the prevalence of this and the dire need to
change the way society thinks about sexual harassment and the
seriousness of it. Although the issue took much longer to be
unearthed and discussed, the way that most of Harvard’s
students reacted to the problem shows that change will come if
we keep coming together and pushing back.
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The Secret is Out:
Someone IS Watching You
When You’re Alone
by Leio Koga
Another swipe of mascara and her lashes look voluminous and
flirty. Another flick of black eyeliner and her eyes look bigger
and more striking. Another line of light gloss and her lips look
full and alluring. She’s beautiful to look at but as she tilts her
head, a flash of contemplation and dissatisfaction crossing her
face. Does she look good enough? Pretty enough? Should she
add more eyeliner to make her eyes look bigger; wear a red lip to
look sexier? What will people think of her – what will the guys
think of her?
Wait – back up. Who is she? And who is describing her? Well,
that girl is me. I am the one imaging myself this way, viewing
myself from another perspective, and having an inner debate
about the “looked-at-ness” factor – does she look good enough
to be looked at? Admired? To be found attractive? It is a
misogynistic, objectifying, male perspective, and to be honest,
this feels like a dirty confession. I mean, I consider myself an
unapologetic, passionate, capable feminist. How can these
thoughts be mine? How can I think like this?
For a long time, I felt embarrassed, disgusted, and alone. It was
just me and this unwanted male voice inside my head. And
then, I stumbled across Laura Mulvey’s “Visual Pleasure and
Narrative Cinema,” an essay that first introduced the world to
the concept of the male gaze in cinema. According to Mulvey, in
terms of traditional narrative film, we identify the active
protagonist (male actors) and desire the passive objects (female
actors). Consequently, this puts viewers “in the position of men
looking at women, identifying as male and desiring the female.”
Unfortunately, this holds true for perspectives outside of film as
well. The reality is that many girls are subconsciously
performing for an audience that does not exist.

Self-Commodification and Social Media Under the
Patriarchy
According to Mulvey, the male gaze enables the
commodification of womens’ bodies. Our external and internal
value weighs in the amount of our “looked-at-ness,” and we view
each part of our body through a value system assembled by men.
Another similar concept is “thingification,” which is the making
of ourselves into “things”: commodities for others’
consumption. In a famous quote by Margaret Atwood, she
explains how we not only are subject to the male gaze around
us, but also an internalized form of the male gaze. In other
words, we unconsciously objectify ourselves based on a male’s
perspective.
Male fantasies, male fantasies, is everything run by male fantasies? Up
on a pedestal or down on your knees, it’s all a male fantasy: that
you’re strong enough to take what they dish out, or else too weak to do
anything about it. Even pretending you aren’t catering to male
fantasies is a male fantasy: pretending you’re unseen, pretending you
have a life of your own, that you can wash your feet and comb your
hair unconscious of the ever-present watcher peering through the
keyhole, peering through the keyhole in your own head, if nowhere
else. You are a woman with a man inside watching a woman. You are
your own voyeur. (Margaret Atwood)
Social media is a prime example of self-commodification. For
example, when we post selfies or pictures of ourselves, we desire
all the likes we can get, because we associate the amount of likes
with our desirability. Here, there is a transaction between
women and the price they are willing to pay for attention. When
we are wired from a young age to engage in social media and
this type of toxic transaction, we find it hard not to find validity
from others. The constant societal conditioning of looking
pleasing to others, and being likable and desirable, largely
induces these attitudes. When we grow up with the harsh
influence of social media and society, it is nearly impossible to
escape self-commodification and objectification of our bodies.
According to objectification theory (Fredrickson & Roberts,
1997) many users choose to construct their online personas
through photo selection of their profiles. These photos are not
chosen at random; female users “wish to present themselves as
‘affiliate and attractive’ and have been shown to regard
presenting aesthetically pleasing photographs as more important
than male users.” As a result of these predominantly imagebased apps, “our society has been given a new arena in which
(continued on page 44)
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appearance evaluation, appearance comparison, and sexual
objectification have the potential to occur,” thus endorsing the
idea that one’s value is placed in their outward appearance.

The Male Gaze in Cinema
White men have created the majority of films we have ever seen
in American mainstream cinema, which means that they have
made all the decisions related to the shots, framing, lighting,
sound design, the intended audience – all of it — including the
way characters are written and perceived. This means that we
consume, learn, and form the perspectives of white men,
practically eliminating the facets of gender, race, economic,
social, cultural and political rights of all people and the agency
of people of color in the film industry. Ultimately, this means
that we have all been conditioned to adopt the male gaze
because that is the way we were raised by traditional cinema.
Considering that almost all films are written and directed by
white men, there are countless examples of the male gaze in
films. Let’s look at Martin Scorsese’s The Wolf of Wall Street
(2013). It follows the life of Jordan Belfort (Leonardo DiCaprio)
as he secures a high-powered job on Wall Street and transforms
into a sex, drug-fueled, and money obsessed stockbroker. From
the beginning, we can see the objectification of women and the
misogyny that carries out throughout the rest of the movie:
Belfort passionately says, “Money doesn’t just buy you a better
life, better food, better car, better pussy, it also makes you a
better person.” Besides the derogatory commentary, the
cinematography of this film reinforces the normalization of
demeaning women; the camera angles capture women in a way
that is pleasurable to the viewers. The exact scene introduces us
to Naomi by showing us the back of her head as she performs
oral sex on her husband, followed by a montage of her in
lingerie, posing on the bed as Belfort brags about her. While the
montage shows her face, she looks seductively at the camera
while Belfort says, “she was the one with my cock in her mouth
in the Ferrari so put your dick back in your pants.” This is the
gaze.

What to Do When Feminism Fails Us?
So, how do we cope with our deep-set hypocritical desires? Is it
possible to stop commodifying ourselves and live through our
own eyes and not a man’s? I am not going to lie, sometimes I
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still have thoughts like “do I look pretty enough today?” or
“Should I wear something more feminine, something that looks
better?” and I struggle with feelings of guilt and shame because
of it. However, as Atwood made clear – we are all victims.
Women grow up and are conditioned to view themselves as a
man might. Women grow up and are taught to be looked at and
exist as if we are always on display. Thus, it does not make sense
to blame young girls and women for being absorbed into this
sexualized economy. It is not abnormal to want attention or to
be desired. And yet when it comes to the commodification of
girls’ bodies in particular, we find that there is a restrictive
framework surrounding the idea of “my body, my choice.” From
an outside perspective, it can be argued that women want to be
a part of this transaction, that it is empowering to post a selfie
where you feel confident. This framework, centered around the
language of “choice,” holds that young women “can and should
be able to project themselves across a variety of social media
platforms in whatever way they please – their body, their selfie.”
However, as Nancy Jo Sales describes in “American Girls,” our
agency is “circumscribed by a patriarchal power structure that
equates women’s value with sex appeal.”
Perhaps empowerment has been overused and turned into an
empty phrase – one that does not give power to women, but
distracts from the real lack of power held by women and girls
around the world. In this sense, empowerment is “apparently
not about the equitable allocation of resources, or influence in
politics or policy, or really power at all. It is shorthand for ‘I
wanted to do this and it made me feel good.”

Subversion and Understanding Power Dynamics
If movies, tv shows, and media in general teach us to live
through the male gaze, then this is the type of industry we
should challenge. In Duke Mwedzi’s piece The Critical Assessment
of the Male Gaze in Contemporary Film and Video Games, he argues
for subversion as a creative technique. Subversion is “a method
of creating culture that critiques dominant norms and promotes
radical ideas.” If we take this idea into the world of cinema, it
means that first, filmmakers can choose not to use the male gaze
and second, we should critique the male gaze at the cultural
level. According to Mwedzi, by creating a film that resists the
male gaze, they can also resist the dominant ideals that are
reinforced by it, such as male activity and female passivity.
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Interpreting the male gaze from a cultural perspective requires
an understanding of power dynamics between men and women.
The male gaze portrays women as objects of vision. Put in other
words, men act and women appear. For women, there is a
constant struggle in forming our own identities. A woman’s self
can be described as “split into two” because she must “consider
the surveyor and the surveyed within her as the two constituent
yet always distinct elements of her identity as a woman.”
Recognizing this conflicting binary as the heart of the
internalized male gaze can help us better navigate relationships
with ourselves in order to restructure our consciousness to stop
surveying our own femininity and to stop turning ourselves into
objects of vision.

Concluding Thoughts
While I have come a long way, I am still working on blinding my
internalized male gaze. Sometimes I still catch myself
objectifying my own body. The reality is that we live in a fucked
up society that is sill largely dominated by the principles of the
patriarchy. However, we are slowly but surely unlearning these
principles and re-learning our value, finding our voice, and
advocating for intersectional equality. As we continue to learn
and internalize feminism, I believe it is possible to find ourselves
in a state of awareness and empowerment. Understanding that
our insecurities regarding the way we view ourselves is
significantly influenced by the patriarchy is the first step in
learning how to reject the internalized male gaze. Once we can
see how pervasive the gaze is and notice when we engage in it,
we will be able to see how the male gaze exists everywhere
outside of us. Sharing our experiences can be helpful in
knowing that you are not alone in your insecurities. While it
may take some time, subverting the internalized male gaze is
possible. We do not exist for men’s pleasure, and we are not
objects to be viewed like we are on display.
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Diary
by Natalie Brennan

I was your sounding board
And you bounced the names of my friends
Off my bare chest
Dreaming of your future endeavors
While shattering what could have been mine
in some sort of twisted performance art
The audience remaining silent
As their mouths were full
Your secret tried to scream its own name

Months I won’t get back
When I slept with your silence
And danced with your ego
I let your words hang like hooks in my chest
I was a net
And your insecurities buzzed like flies
Catching my breath in your mirror
Burned like shards of glass in my lungs
In your library of lies, I collected dust
volumes of being cherished, valued, loved
Your secret lies there too
I won’t tell them
the way your words, your sex
would drip like hot wax
Burning guilt onto my skin
Convincing me
To exist was to owe you pleasure
I won’t tell them
All the money I spent
To scrub away your stains
To bleach and dry my sheets
Your idolization dissolving off
But the residual grime, the sting of being bled dry
Lingering, like dust in the air
Rug burn tattooing my knees
Commiserating with the shower head
as it saw me
while you just watched, tangled under covers
your fingerprints soaked into the light switch

I won’t tell them
how easy it was for you
To transmit your disease from person to person
Like some sort of cold, calculating tick
Latching onto her care
As soon as you had sucked me dry
I won’t tell them
About your validation cravings
How you foraged greedily for new sources
while you already had it all
You took a knife to someone who loves like no other
And reopened her wounds
She inconsolably bleeds
Yet still shows you more kindness than you deserve
Showed you more kindness than you’ll ever see again
I won’t tell them
how you couldn’t protect either of us
From your lack of satisfaction
So you burned both of us
And left us to deal with the flames
Leaving a trail of damage
As you smolder, monstrously
I would wish you nothing but peace
If I believed it was something you’d find
Pity is not even something I could force myself to feel
Yet I am grateful that we are clean from you
But don’t worry.
I won’t tell them.
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Is It Just a
Highlight Reel?
The Secret of Casual
Instagram and Finstas
by Kat Ureña
Social media has always been a place for people to share
memories, post memes or interact with friends and family. You
can have heartfelt captions to remember a found moment or
silly inside jokes or puns that your group chat helped you come
up with. In general, social media has been a space for creators –
famous or not – to let us into their personal lives. Over the years
social media has gone through phases with new platforms falling
and rising, like Vine, Musically, Snapchat, and TikTok. We’ve
seen posts go from just sharing vacation photos or graduation
pictures, to posing for pictures with our food, random days we
feel good and inspiration quotes. The most recent trend across
all social media platforms is to be more intimate with the people
who see your content – using your accounts as a virtual diary.
The most fascinating, to me, are trends within the different
platforms to create secret accounts or private stories. I wanted to
find out more about how female-identifying people used these
secret accounts and what it meant for them. Rather than
passively observing the content, I set out to interview people
who were active participants in this culture of finstas.
Molly, 19
Katherine: Why did you make your private account to begin
with?
Molly: The first private account I made was with 4 of my friends
where we collectively posted dumps from our lives. We made it
as a fun way to show the more casual pictures we take to a

smaller group of people. A place where we didn’t have family
members or near strangers viewing our posts.
Katherine: How long have you had your secret account or
private story? Has the content you share changed over time?
Molly: I think I have had my private account for about a year.
I’m not sure if the content has changed much. Maybe it has just
gotten a little less cringe over time. In my opinion at least,
others might not think so…
Katherine: What kind of content do you post and how does it
differ from your main account/story content?
Molly: I never really post on my main page, I felt like I never
had anything to post, just occasional vacation photos. I guess I
could post my private account content on my main page but I
just find it more fun to post on my ‘finsta’ with different
captions. It’s normally just pictures of me.
Katherine: How differently do you interact with people on your
private account than on your main?
Molly: As far as interacting I think I communicate similarly in
comment sections as far as what I say. I think I just comment
more frequently on the private account because it’s stuff that
pertains to me and my friends and things that I find funny. On
instagram I don’t really interact with people aside from sending
posts or liking.
Katherine: Since having a secret account or private snapchat
story how do you feel your self-expression has changed? Are you
more open? Reserved?
Molly: My expression on social media is probably more open but
that’s just because I post more – not that much more but more –
than I did before. I think I still like to portray myself a certain
way even on secret accounts as far as being intentionally cringe,
unfunny or crusty.
As Molly describes, the use of these secret accounts and stories
is a way to freely express how you experience the world, by
posting the half-drunk coffee you had this morning or giving
length captions that better resemble a chaotic journal entry.
Some things that may seem a little odd if you decided to share
on your more public accounts.
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We’ve seen social media go through so many different versions,
evolving as the definition of the “IT Girl” changed. Young girls
look to these IT Girls for how they should live their lives, trying
to emulate Kylie Jenner, Bella Hadid or Emma Chamberlain
from their fashion, to their diet and even their mannerisms. The
IT Girls have varied from the extremely posed, well dressed and
full face of makeup “Baddies” – to the most prominent IT Girl
surfacing the internet at the moment – the clean girl or That
Girl. This type of girl on social media exudes “model off duty”
and is always “fresh-faced.” They tend to share random
moments from their lives in visually perfect posts.
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In this next portion of our interview, I wanted to ask Molly how
she felt about these different trends and see how they might
affect the private account experience. How do these notions of
the most desirable girl change how we use social media? How
much of this seeps into our real lives?
Katherine: How do you feel about "casual instagram," a trend
that seeks to make posting on your personal account more
casual, as though your secret account merges with your personal
account? Does it take away from your secret account or private
story?
Molly: I actually listened to Emma Chamberlain's podcast, and I
agreed with most of what she said. Casual Instagram often does
even more harm than regular Instagram. I think this is because
when people are viewing high glamor shots, they know that
they’re false and therefore don’t compare themselves. I think
casual Instagram is a fallacy, that the pictures people post
casually are just as calculated as the rest of the pictures they
post. People want to make it look like their day-to-day life is
aesthetic and goofy but they’re still only showing the highlights.
And that’s when people compare themselves because they’re
like “damn my days don’t look like this.” I think the posts on
people's secret accounts are much different than “casual” posts
on their main accounts. It’s in that comparison that you can see
how staged “casual” Instagram is.
Molly mentioned Emma Chamberlain, society’s quintessential
IT Girl who brought back flare yoga pants, UGGs and so much
more. On her podcast “Anything Goes” she talks about casual
Instagram and how much our social media presence is a part of
our identity. She goes on to say that “Instagram is an extension
of [people’s] personality” and that you can easily curate your
Instagram any way that you want people to perceive you.
Instagram has become some sort of a creative outlet, says
Chamberlain, where we can share our favorite books, favorite
meals. She goes on to explain that casual posting is less about
posing and planning and more about raw moments and that this
way of posting takes the pressure off. However, Emma says that
there is also a fake casual instagram, where it's not just random
photos you took in the moment, but it took you 10 minutes to
take the best photo.
Katherine: I'm sure you’ve noticed the different trends of the
“most desirable girl” on social media. Currently we are living in
the age of “That Girls'' and the clean girl aesthetic. Do you think
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this newly popular aesthetic is a result of this more calculated
“casual instagram”?
Molly: I would agree that casual instagram is calculated, making
it appear as though people's lives are fun and quirky and
flawless. Casual instagram posts often show more of a person's
personality, or maybe just the personality they want to be
perceived as. Even casual instagrams where people intend to
look funny/ goofy or artfully aesthetic are still the very highlights
of a person's humor or artsiness. The new version of an it girl
doesn’t just consist of her appearance but also her ability to
appear humble and funny.
Katherine: Do you see yourself adapting this set of trendy
behaviors and actions seen by the it girls of the time? Do you
feel any pressure to do so?
Molly: I think on my private accounts I still do try to be as funny
or pretty as possible because those are traits I hold to be
important. I personally am not interested in makeup, fashion, or
Pinterest vibe aesthetic so I don’t adapt to those behaviors. I’m
more concerned with appearing funny and attractive which is
one element of this new age IT girl. I don’t necessarily feel
pressure to act a certain way, but sometimes I aspire to post
similar to some of my friends whose accounts I find appealing.
Katherine: How would you describe your own relationship with
social media? How about for women in general?
Molly: For me, I low-key don’t care about social media as far as
comparison. Like I know that my feed is filled with attractive
people and that’s why they’re famous so I know not to compare
myself. The reason I might not post is probably more concerned
with what my aunts, uncles, or cousins would think and not my
other followers. I think that women in general post far more
than men on social media, at least non famous ones. I think
that’s because of the stylistic aspects of social media. Girls get
more creative with their posts.
Katherine: Do you think that social media platforms could be
changed or created in some way to exemplify the best parts of
finsta or casual instagram?
Molly: To be honest I think that human nature will always take
hold when it comes to portraying ourselves to others. We will
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always want to be perceived in an idealized way and taking away
likes or comments isn’t necessarily gonna fix that. Because even
if a comment section is disabled, people are still going to
screenshot and share posts and discuss amongst their friends.
By putting yourself on the internet you are volunteering to be
judged and perceived and I don’t think there’s any way that the
app itself could change that. It would have to be a cultural
change toward acceptance. I think an interesting app would be
one where you can’t upload anything from your camera roll.
You have to post live and real! Also things like followers, likes,
and comments would not be publicly displayed/ not be a thing.
While this is only one person’s experience it's clear there is
growing conversation about this topic with new terms being
coined all the time! News channels have picked up the wellknown “finsta” stories and even the senate, where they begged
the question… “Will you commit to ending finsta?” – Senator
Richard Blumenthal. But what do I think? Regardless of how
some may feel about the phenomena, these secret Instagram
accounts and stories have given people a space to think and post
freely. No one would stop you in class to ask “why don’t I follow
your finsta?” the same way they would be offended if you hadn’t
added them to your main accounts.You can write a 200 word
caption and no one would bat an eye, or post photos of you
having a mental breakdown without someone thinking you are
insane.
I have always used my social media accounts as a way to express
myself freely and felt that multiple accounts would become a
hassle at some point to separate my life. I try to be the most
authentic I can be on my accounts and keeping my following
small allows me to do that. Of course it’s always a more polished
version of myself but I guess I prefer sharing my highlight reels
to the world instead. There is a shared knowledge that these
secret accounts and stories are meant to something more –
secret, personal and completely unhinged.
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Daddy’s Text
by Ashley Chou
Every generation grows up with a new set of generational issues.
My great-great-grandmother used to tightly wrap my greatgrandmother’s feet with cloth bandages to stunt the growth of
her daughter’s feet. Apparently, large feet for young girls during
the time of my great-grandmother’s youth were not a huge
selling point for male suitors. My great-grandmother was the
living definition of a matriarch. Since the eighties, she lived
mostly alone (by choice), in an apartment in San Francisco until
she passed at 103 years old. My great-grandmother’s son (my
paternal grandfather), escaped on a boat from China to Taiwan
during the Chinese civil war. My grandfather was the oldest of
three siblings. On a day to day basis during the war, he
struggled to find food and clean water for his younger siblings.
My grandfather became a diplomat. Because of my grandfather’s
job, my dad grew up in Spain, Bolivia, and Columbia. His first
language was Spanish. In case you don’t believe me, my little
sister’s name is Marisol.
I grew up the eldest of four sisters. I was born and raised in
Silicon Valley where kids speak in Java, college drop-outs are
inventing flying cars in their moms’ garages, and CEOs are
getting sued on a daily basis. My mom graduated Berkeley Econ,
and my dad graduated Berkeley Computer Science (shocker, I
couldn’t believe it either).
My dad and I were never very close. One of my three younger
sisters, Natalie, was born with Asperger’s Syndrome.
Understandably, Natalie’s needs were more dire than mine. She
had weekly occupational therapy, behavioral therapy… you get
the gist. But as Natalie’s only older sister, I carried the grunt
weight of Natalie’s responsibilities. When caretakers and
therapists took breaks during the week, I spent my weekends
caring for her. My parents, who were still learning how to parent
during this time, were often upset at me when I couldn’t
manage Natalie’s needs. I was diagnosed with panic disorder at
17 years old. In hindsight, the panic attacks started around 4th
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grade. I came out as part B of the LGBTQ+ community in the
seventh grade to my dearest middle school friend (PS, if you’re
reading this, I haven’t talked to you in years, but I miss you!).
My first love, a girlfriend from early high school, revolutionized
my second coming out after I started attending a private
Christian high school.

wanted to stay in Taiwan. I asked around about what it would take to
get an apartment for myself and all. Not for the girlfriend, but because
I felt I liked Taiwan and was doing well. My dad forced me to leave
with him. In hindsight, opportunities in the US were vastly superior to
those in Taiwan and that was a good decision. Leaving was the “safer
path.”

I didn’t tell my parents until the last couple of years. I resented
my parents for most of high school. We had a tumultuous
relationship. They're trying to make amends now, especially my
dad, who I love dearly. I came home drunk from a frat party and
admitted to him on the phone that I once hotboxed his Tesla.
He didn’t mind too much I don’t think. He sent me this the
other day.

Once in Spain, I had very good grades and was very good at soccer. I
attended an American school and the kids were generally nice. I never
dated anyone in Spain, as I wanted to be loyal to my girlfriend in
Taiwan. That was generally stupid as I barely knew her, and later we
stopped writing letters to each other. I stopped thinking that I had a
girlfriend after a few months, but I never dated in Spain. Then my
dad got a stroke and spent every dollar he had on medical care so I
had to leave, as the school in Spain was very expensive. Same tuition
as Berkeley.

I’ll share some things in the hopes that it’s useful to you. None of these
stories are likely to be what you are experiencing, but hopefully they
help.
My college friend Oliver told me once that a boy in his high school
asked Oliver to go out on a date. It was never clear to me whether
Oliver was gay or bisexual. It was also unclear why he told me that
story, but he never brought it up again. You met Oliver once. Oliver is
blonde with blue eyes, athletic, tall, a good student and generally
considered good looking during our generation. He dated a number of
girls that were very good looking. But he ended up marrying a girl
that is less conventionally attractive in terms of looks but is super nice,
fun and very competent. I’ve never spoken to him about this, but I
think if you’d ask him, he would feel that he’s had a very good life and
made good choices. He’s the one that was on the Berkeley tennis team
and used to do crazy things. He doesn’t do anything crazy anymore. If
he was bisexual or gay, he definitely ended up taking the “safe” path
when it comes to what society was willing to accept but he also didn’t
take the path that was “expected” of him.
I don’t have anything similar in experience to you.
When we were about to leave Taiwan, I was 15 finishing my first
semester in high school. I was doing well in school. I attended an allboys school (with Uncle Connor) and we would arrange hangouts with
other girls’ schools. I started dating a girl a few months before leaving
Taiwan. It was weird as I meant to date her friend but I can’t really
remember what happened. At the time I fell deeply in love, but
afterward, I realized I barely knew her and that I really liked her
friend better. When I was leaving, I fought with my dad because I

In sharing all this, I think what I’m hoping to do here is that you go
and discover yourself and find your own path. We all have what we
think are things we must do when we are young. Figuring out which
of those feelings we must act on is a difficult thing to do. I think as
humans, we are wired to want to feel that we have conviction for
everything. But the choices lead us to very different paths and
outcomes. Regrets about one’s choices are the hardest on us later on in
life. So I would advise you to be flexible when you can be and pick the
battles very carefully one way or another. And be flexible with the
people around you that may not share your convictions. It’s hard for
everyone, especially when we are young. Every path seems like we
should die for it. Every relationship feels like one we will stay in for
the rest of our lives. Be patient and honest in figuring that out.
Now, I must admit this is an excerpt of a very long essay that he
drafted for me one day. It took 19 years for my dad to open up to
me, and when he did, I did too. I’m not sure why. I still need to
ask my therapist about that, but this is my theory: there are
secrets hidden between every generation. Secrets that are
devastating to tell, secrets that are just for a mother and son to
know… But for my dad, I think he felt it was time for him to tell
me his secrets as I left for college. And perhaps that is exactly
the point of secrets – to be revealed when they need to be. And
maybe the timing of my dad’s revelation was what mattered
most.
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“I thought about how there are
two types of secrets: the kind
you want to keep in, and the
kind you don't dare to let out.”
–Ally Carter

